
I Enchoy Ventilation System Expert from Finland

Wall Mounted Ventilation System

Wall Mounted Ventilation System
--Return air from the side face helps the new air at the bottom to form reasonable air flow, which can 
   save energy to the maximum. 
--Wall-mounted design
--Highly efficient and primary filtration can effectively remove the harmful substances of formaldehyde 
   and benzene indoor, and PM2.5 removal rate is more than 99%, which can ensure the quality of indoor 
   and outdoor fresh air; filter design of folded landscape-style can effectively improve durability and 
   efficiency of the filter. 
--The built-in intelligent design module facilitates subsequent maintenance and repair for filter. 
--Return air inlet and outlet are designed as that in Europe, air distributed through slotted eye, which can 
   effectively reduce the wind noise
--Concise streamline design keeps well the style of Enchoy from Finland, whichhighlights the quality of 
   European-styled life.

The core technology of this system, introduced from Europe's 
leading technology, will serve China.
--The system has internal integrated control system, LED control screen 
   on the panel outside, weekly-scheduled model setting, alarm reminding 
   for filter replacement, Wifi module inside, and the realization of APP remote 
   control.
--Without any screw on the surface, the design of acrylic panel makes the 
   whole product solid, practical and unique in style. As healthy and clean air 
   is available whenever you breathe, the simple wish of life and the pursuit 
   for high quality are accessible!



Intelligent Control
       The system has the following functions: internal integrated control system, 
LED control screen on the panel outside, weekly-scheduled model setting, alar
-m reminding for filter replacement, Wifi module inside, and the realization of 
APP remote control.
       With the function of controlling through APP on your mobile phone, you 
can adjust the indoor air quality conveniently and timely according to the air 
quality shown by this system. The core technology of this system, introduced 
from Europe's leading technology, will serve China. Everything we do is aimed 
at the health of you and your family.

     Without any screw on the surface, the design of acrylic panel makes the 
whole product quite smooth. Its unique and simple design shows extraordi
-nary style. As we only keep the core filtering function, healthy and clean air
 is available whenever you breathe. Therefore, the simple wish of life and the 
pursuit for high quality are accessible!
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